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Syn’aziel 'Zeal' New Tur'Lista

Syn’aziel 'Zeal' New Tur'Lista is a young Lorath Matriarchy soldier, serving in the Lorath Self Defense
Force. Syn'aziel is a new Player Character played by 5tar.

Syn’aziel 'Zeal' New Tur'Lista

Species New Tur'listan
Gender Male

Age Thirty-six
Zodiac Sign Scorpio
Organization Lorath Self Defense Force

Rank Soldier
Occupation Power Armor Pilot

Current Placement LSDF Scoutship Trishka
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Syn’aziel 'Zeal' New Tur'Lista
Measurements

Weight: 195 lbs
Height: 6’

Physical Description

Syn'aziel has a muscular slender frame with a smaller waist and as a younger Lorath he has the tanned
skin common among his generation. He is in possession of almost feral facial features, a straight length
nose and the most vibrant red eyes amongst his family who are very commonly known for their nearly
glowing eyes. Syn'aziel's secret lies in one of the many cybernetics added to his body, his eyes that are
modified to allow him a digital HUD overlay over the world around him give off a faint glow and are
always scrolling with the information mirrored on the lenses in front of his retinas. His long face and
sharp chin add to his keen appearance, overall it's easy to see the noble attributes just in his subtle
expressions alone.

The youth has traditionally white head of hair with red cybernetic extensions underlaying his natural hair
implanted deep into his skull, the cybernetic strands allow Syn'aziel to collect simple atmospheric data
around himself. The style is done parted down the center with bangs that stylishly hang just over his
forehead with sections at either side that run down to fade into points just under his chin. The teased hair
in the back that makes up the body of his hair is always kept back with a small bit of product, the style in
the back is similar to fashionable visual-kei rock bands with the layers feathered to curl outwards.

Syn'aziel is far from plain else wise. The top tip of his New Tur'Listan ear is encased in another cybernetic
addition and the internal tragus to both his ears had been implanted with small sound enhancing
additions which also assists Syn'aziel with sound communications and recording capabilities. Just below
his left eye is a metal encasing embedded into his skull, it's an access port to his highly advanced
cybereyes.

Psychological Characteristics

Outwardly Syn'aziel is ever deserving of his namesake, he is a very zelious, proud, ambitious and
headstrong Lorath youth. Though he is full of young ignorance, Syn'aziel isn't to be taken lightly in
worldly affairs, he is a vicious fighter and attributed with quite a impressive knack for technology like
most of his house. It's obvious to see he has pride in his New Tur'Listan birth, and because of his quick
nature of being one of the first to volunteer for the more difficult missions it's also obvious to see he is
eager to prove him self. Born in a traditional family of lesser nobility, Syn'aziel carries many of those
conservative views common to older Lorath and holds himself with utmost dignity and believes in old
world honor. A few more subtle and hidden things about the youth is his prejudice against Fyunnen
house, mostly on the grounds that he believes that house New Tur'Lista has the same capability to
produce strong soldiers if not better because of their innate intellect.
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Behaviorial Quirks

* In social situations he prefers to remain on subject, if the conversation drifts he usually drops his
attention.

Likes and Dislikes

Likes

Combat, Glory, Power Armor, Hardcore Rock Genres, Stories of War, Weapon Technology, Cybernetics,
Honorable People and the Color Red

Dislikes

Drugs, Alcohol, Insubordination and; Nobles that don't follow the traditions of their station.

Goals

To prove him self as a heroic combatant.
Bring glory to his house in combat.
Match a warrior Fyunnen in physical abilities.

Own his own frame.

Kill his Brother.
Outlive his position as his brother's replacement.
Find out his reasons for leaving.
Lift the burden created by his brother's renouncement to his family.

Quotes

Biography

History

Syn'aziel was the second of two sons to his parents; he lived a very strict cultivated life of a Lorath child
of low noble birth. He spent his earliest years growing up to follow in his older brother's footsteps. All of
his decisions and choices reflected that of his older brother as he basically grew up in his shadow. In his
early youth, Syn'aziel didn't think anything wrong of such a path. His older brother; Syn'aeius known
mainly by his off world name of Ardent was just as worthy to his name sake as Zeal. Born ahead by four
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years and six months, he created a long hard path for a Lorath of his house, but never the less their
parents were proud and Syn'aziel was ever ready to rise up close behind.

But then the turning point in the Occhestan house became the turning point in Zeal's life as well. His
brother left under the guise of night with the traitors to their house, it is said that Ardent became a well
respected decorated soldier for the Occhestans, but any additional information or his reasons for leaving
were left unknown to Zeal. His parents of noble standing and deep roots in the house kept their position
in the new banner of New Tur'Lista and as a family of strong traditional virtue; they quickly disowned
their son Syn'aeius, making Syn'aziel the oldest son, by tradition and law.

So resenting his brother for his actions and the disgrace he had put his family though, Zeal quickly took
up his new position, symbolized by extending his hair to that of the eldest son, and aimed for perfection
at outdoing anything his brother held in high regard. This meant that Zeal quickly became obsessed with
being a better combatant, greater engineer and most importantly; a better power armor pilot then his
brother's legend. This lead Zeal to his addiction to new cybernetics, each new part made his small
personal advancements make leaps and bounds to outgrowing his brother's shadow. This however did
not stop him from his studies or regular training. Not one for social distractions or anything but his life
quest, Syn'aziel spend most, if not all of his time working on the progression of his skills and combat
worth.

Then the day came, he was allowed to join the Lorath Self Defence Force. So with his parent's blessings
and his pride, Syn'aziel set off for training. From there, he went straight into service as a pilot on the
LSDF planetary defence squad, and then served for a year before he caught word of the chance for a
glorious station on an important ship. With haste, he was one of the first to sign up.

Service Record

Soldier

Power Armor Pilot, Lorath Planetary Defense (Ye: 29 - 30)

Service Awards

Skills

Fighting: Syn'aziel received intensive hand-to-hand combat training (primarily focused on disabling
and/or killing opponents) and has followed up that knowledge with a rigorous training program from a
very young age. Weapons he is trained in include pistols of all types, knives, grenades (and other forms
of explosive weaponry), rifles of all kinds and of course a considerable amount of skill devoted to the
Searing Blade and dueling styles. Syn'aziel is in excellent physical shape and has considerable
endurance. Syn'aziel is also able to pilot most power armors efficiently.

Physical: Syn'aziel is not only physically strong because of his cybernetics, but also because of the time
and effort he puts into his training. So with his ultimate goal in mind of being able to match a warrior
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Fyunnen in physical abilities, he works very hard at maintaining a strong physique and with all the time
and effort he puts into it, it's apparent that he's very close.

Survival and Military Skills: Syn'aziel is trained for individual survival, they must be able to find their
own food and water, be able to construct makeshift weapons, navigate by use of landmarks and stars
overhead that are visible, construct shelters, signal for assistance, and conceal their positions.

Technology Operations: All members of the New Tur'lista house are expected to have an ability to
operate most technology belonging to the Lorath. Syn'aziel is be able to operate new forms of technology
when given enough time to learn the workings of the device.

Maintenance and Repair: Syn'aziel is familiar with and able to fix most problems with vehicle
components and to an extent, systems. While not necessarily well-versed on how a part functions and
the theory behind each, Syn'aziel will be able to keep things operating within normal parameters.

Vehicles: Syn'aziel is trained to use any and all Vehicles utilized by the UOC and Lorath Matriarchy.

Communications: Being a psionic Lorath, Syn'aziel is able to converse with excellent ease, this involves
being able to operate devices that aid in communication, understand new languages with minimal effort,
communicate their thoughts verbally and in written form, and also be able to decipher coded messages.

Inventory

Personal possessions

Electronic Money Card
Coin Purse, raw gems and metals amounting to 3000 HS in value, utilized by the Lorath Matriarchy.

Cybernetics

Optical Replacements; bio-enhanced optical nerves and cybernetic eyes.
Auditory Enhancements; internal tragus augment.
Skeletal & Structural Enhancements; Augmented skull structure, enhanced braincase, upper ear
antenna. Augmented skeletal structure. Joint and cartilage enhancement, improved shock
absorption.
Muscular Enhancements; Artificial tendon enhancements in left and right arms and hands and legs,
improved muscle control system through the use of muscle stimulation devices.
Injector Systems; embedded Nutritional Supply Pack system.
Neurological Enhancements; Electro-Stimulant Pack units in limbs, torso, and pelvic areas. Neural
Interface System. Memory recorder device embedded in torso. Neurological 'buffer' system located
in spinal column and brain stem, refines coordination and biological function, also permits the
blocking of involuntary stimuli.
Additional Enhancements; Hair extension atmospheric data collection attachment.
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Standard Issue Items

Lorath Self Defense Force Uniform Components

1 Rank Patch Set, re-applicable adhesive type
1 M37/38 Environmental Battledress Uniform with collapsible helmet
2 Uniform blouse, gray, with appropriate caste and assignment markings
2 Uniform shirts, gray, with appropriate caste and assignment markings

Caste position and awards on left sleeve
Rank and position information on right sleeve
Rank patch on right shoulder
Caste indicators on left shoulder and arm bands

2 pair of pants, gray
2 pair of kilt/skirts, gray
2 stonethread undershirts, caste color

Individual name printed on back and left breast of chest.
2 cotton undershirts, gray
2 pair synthetic fiber stockings, black
1 pair synthetic leather gloves, black
1 pair leather boots, black
1 pair short boots or athletic sneakers, black
2 belts, black, brass buckled, sword and pistol usage.
1 Berret

Rank patch on front left

Weather Gear

1 black balaclava
Rank patch on left forehead

1 black stonethread poncho (quarter inch thick), weather resistant inlay, caste colored stripe

Workout Clothing and Undergarments

2 custom print boxer trunks
2 black T-Shirts with chest pocket
1 pair black loafers
1 pair black wrestling shoes
4 black cotton boxers
3 black chest wraps
3 white chest wraps
4 pair of black boot Socks
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Accessory Items

1 'Searing Blade' Traditional Melee Weapon System
1 LSDF “Hik'id” Plasma Assault Rifle

A plasma/energy pack
1 “M'Cel” 40/30mm Grenade Launcher with pistol grip.

2 Rounds of 40mm conventional explosive ammunition
2 Rounds of 40mm shot
1 40mm signaling flare

1 'Arbitrator' Pistol
200 Rounds of ammunition

Survival knife, carbon composite
Black sheath with loop and clips for belt or leg attachment (for the knife)

Standard issue hygiene and grooming package
1 bottle of shampoo
1 bottle liquid body soap
1 stick of deodorant
1 toothbrush
1 tube of toothpaste
2 washcloths, white
2 towels, white
1 4oz Container of moisture absorbing powder
1 Make-up kit
1 Manicure kit
1 Hair brush
1 Hair dye kit
1 Set of hair ornaments and ties
1 Tooth repair and alteration kit

Finances

Syn'aziel is a Solider serving the Lorath Self Defense Force currently receiving a salary of 500 HS weekly.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 HS Starting Money

OOC Notes/Comments:

Character Data
Character Name Syn’aziel 'Zeal' New Tur'Lista
Character Owner 5tar
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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